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What Makes A Developer of the Year?
Max Alley Development Company, out of Texarkana Texas, was named 2015 Developer of the Year during the recent Family Dollar Annual Real Estate Developers Dinner.
Recently, John Shaw, Divisional Vice President, Construction West examined the statistics,
looked at the trends and chatted with “Max” to find out what makes a “Developer of the
Year”.
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Team Max Alley and Team Family Dollar Real Estate posing with the 2015 Developer of the
Year Award at the Family Dollar Annual Real Estate Developers Dinner October 14, 2015
“At Max Alley, our reputation as a top preferred developer is founded in the hun-

dreds of successful Build-to-Suit, Fee Development and Construction projects
we’ve completed in over 12 states. Our commitment to excellence can be seen in
every project and relationship we’ve built along the way. As a Commercial Developer, General Contractor and Real Estate Broker, we take projects from concept to
completion; on Time and within Budget.”
Continued on Page 2
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(Continued from Page 1

What makes a great Developer for Family Dollar? It is not just about being friendly, building pretty buildings or doing
whatever is asked of them. Finding the best Real Estate location that meets the Family Dollar criteria at the economic criteria
for being profitable is where it starts. The location could be in a large metropolitan area or in that remote small populated area
needing our business to help their lives.
Max Alley Development Company is headed by partners, James Herrington and Curt Green. His professional staff,
which includes his two sons Clint and Deuce, is located in Texarkana, Texas. This year alone Max Alley completed 27 new
stores. Statistically, several factors stand out as Max Alley’s keys to success.
1.

The actual dates for opening the stores were held on average to within five days of the projected dates once they broke
ground for construction.

2.

The projects were completed with very few items remaining on a punchlist. In a period of time in the last half of the year
as seven stores were completed, five of them had zero items on the punchlist.

3.

The average time for the construction to possession date was 22 weeks which allowed our stores to be open and doing
business.

4.

Construction was completed with low total development cost and minimal change orders.

The numbers plus a great attitude and attention to detail make Max Alley Development Company Family Dollar’s 2015
Developer of the Year.

Family Dollar Store # 11272, 2500 N Cleveland Street , Dayton, TX, by Max Alley Development Company
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Market Strategy—Tips for TAS
Tip for TAS – Legend And Layers
Written By: Doug Sherrard

When we are first handed a map, some may be confused (or just overwhelmed) by all the
symbols and lines our brains are hurrying to process. The best place to find the code to decipher the
image in front of us is the legend. A map legend is a small box in view of the map display that contains the key for all the points, lines, or polygons in the given map view. In TASOnline the legend is
located on the left side of the screen. If you do not see it, you can select the “Legend” tab on the
bottom-left.

Continued on Page 4
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Tip for TAS – Legend And Layers (Continued from page 3)
If your legend is blank, you should start by adding layers to
your map. Layers in TASOnline consist of points and polygons.
For the purposes of this article we will work with point layers
which can be found under the “Sources” database can in the topright. Click on the “Sources” button and hover over the different
Source groups to expand the selection. Add all the layers you
would like to visualize on the map until your legend is populated
similar to the image below.

After you have loaded the layers you desire to view on the map, we have some different capabilities at our disposal to customize our view. First, these data are called layers for a reason. The way
the layers are stacked in your Legend is the same order the symbols are rendered on the map. For example, if the Accruent Sites layer is rendered on top and you want it below all other layers, you may
right-click drag-and-drop it on top of the bottom layer. Now Accruent Sites are rendered below all other layers on the map.

Continued on Page 5
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Tip for TAS – Legend And Layers (Continued from page 4)
Another way to customize your view is if a layer is collapsible in the legend. By expanding
the layer in the legend you can select which symbols for that layer that you would like to view. For
example, the competition layer has many different symbols associated with it, yet you may only be
interested in one competitor for your current task.

Finally, shown below, for each layer there are additional capabilities: label, layer
edit, and delete/remove.



Label: Provides the points identifier. For Family
Dollar Stores you will see the store numbers
placed on each point symbol.



Edit: Allows you the ability to personalize your
layer experience by changing the layer name in the
legend, customizing your label rendering, and
showing you what permissions you have on the
selected layer.



Delete: This function only removes the layer from
the map, it doesn’t delete the data from the system
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Accruent—did you know…….
Written By: Pam Frailey

Tips to help you navigate easier and save time.
Do you find when you log into Accruent you go to the same page almost every time? An example
would be your workflow inbox. Why not set this page as your homepage? Do you have multiple pages
that you access when logging in? Why not set those as favorites?
Here’s how to set up your HomePage:
When you are on the page that you want to set as your home page, hover over the house in the
upper left hand corner next to the word “Accruent”, and another menu item will appear below it called
“set as home page”. Hover down to highlight it and click it. Another pop-up box will appear letting you
know that the page is set as your home page. Now when you log into the system, this page will be the
first page to appear.

Continued on Page 7
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Accruent—did you know……. (Continued from Page 6)
Here’s how to set up Favorites:
If you want to easily access your projects alone – you can add them all to favorites. Once you
are on the page of the site, project or facility, in the upper right hand corner click on the star with the
yellow plus sign. A dialogue box will open where you can enter the title to this favorite page.

Once entered, click “add link” and this page will now appear under your favorites which is the
plain star to the left of your name.

You can manage your favorites from the “preferences” section under your name.
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Your Punchlist Year End Wrap UP
Written By: Michelle Smith
The intent of all Family Dollar projects is to have no punchlist items at
the time the punchlist is being performed. We know there are times
when this cannot happen, but the
latest an item should remain on the
punchlist is until Opening. Use the
blank punchlist (given to all Developers during the construction
phase) to your advantage and have
it reviewed weekly during the construction phase. During Calendar
2014 we had 13,658 punchlist items
noted. During Calendar 2015 we
recorded 11,923 punch list items
this quarter we are tracking TBD.
This is a nice reduction but more
can be done.

Below is a side-by-side comparison of the “Top Ten” noted punchlist items from Calendar 2014 Vs. Calendar 2015.
2014

2015

Total – 13,658

Total – 11,923

1.
2.

1.
2.

Floors/Cleaning Issues
C of O not framed and hung
onsite
3. C of O not received / uploaded
to Accruent
4. Door pressure does not meet
ADA requirements
5. Venstar not installed/working/
communicating at time of punch
6. Pigtails not installed
7. Checkpoint conduits not installed/orange cones not in
place
8. Landscaping not complete
9. Lockouts not installed within the
electrical panels
10. Caulk not installed at exterior
thresholds

Floors/Cleaning Issues
C of O not framed and hung onsite
3. C of O not received/uploaded to
Accruent
4. Venstar not installed/working/
communicating at time of punch
5. Door Pressure does not meet ADA
requirements
6. Checkpoint conduits not installed/orange cones not in place
7. Landscaping not complete
8. Fire extinguishers not installed
9. Communication board not correct/painted/stencil not installed
10. No Smoking signs not installed at
each exterior door

Prototype Help
If you have any questions regarding the Prototype Plans, please do not hesitate to contact Susan Lloyd at 704-7082650 or Bryon Scott at 704-708-1654 with the Construction Design and Process Team. In addition, you can e-mail to
CDPT@familydollar.com. In the meantime, review the latest set of Prototype Plans (released in July 2015)

2016 Construction Advisories in Accruent
Construction Advisories (CAs) provide important information regarding any modifications or new items to our prototype plans or
development procedures. In order to be more efficient and provide more clarity regarding modification to plans or to development procedures, all Construction Advisories will be located in Accruent and will only be released each quarter with each newsletter. Construction Advisories listed with a 15-XX would be for Family Dollar Fiscal Year 2015 and the same concept applies for
each fiscal year going forward.
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FY16 CONSTRUCTION ADVISORY LIST – Updated 1/13/16
CA #

EFFECTIVE PROTOTYPE
PLAN

CA 16-01
CA 16-02
CA 16-03

2016-01
2016-01
2015-02

DESCRIPTION

Low Voltage Wiring {Replaces CA 15-21}
Job Site Cameras {Replaces CA 15-11}
Lyon’s Cash Wrap {Replaces CA 15-28}

Under the Hat
Things we are testing or new processes that might be released in the next
Newsletter:

1. Reviewing Landscaping plans,
looking to regionalize designs
by zones

New or Revised Construction Advisories will
be released with each Quarterly Newsletter—
available in Accruent for use at anytime.

2. Reviewing the use of underground water retention instead of the use of retention
ponds
3. Testing Paging / Intercom systems

If you have any questions or inquiries about the Construction Advisories you can contact either John Shaw at
jshaw@familydollar.com, Bobbie Merrill at bmerrill@familydollar.com or Bob Jensen at rjensen@familydollar.com. They will be able to assist you with any questions you might have about the Construction Advisories. If you have any interpretation questions or concerns with a new or existing construction process please contact one of the above mentioned prior to reaching out to your REM or PM.

